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Subject: Clean Sport  ITA & WADA partnership

Summary: The rarity of doping issues within squash can create a 
risk of complacency. This session outlines the implications 
of not taking anti-doping education sufficiently seriously 
and ensuring we use the tools available.
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ITA EDUCATION

The WSF is investing in an education program that includes a virtual 
5-week anti-doping course in six languages and event-based 
education at key events, delivered in collaboration with the 
International Testing Agency.

However, it is important to emphasise that education of the players 
remains a responsibility of the National Federations. It is strongly 
encouraged that the NFs work in collaboration with their NADOs to 
make sure that the athletes and their support personnel are 
educated before they arrive at WSF international events. 
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ITA EDUCATION

- If no education resources are available nationally, NFs can take 
advantage of the ITA virtual course that is completely free and 
again, available in multiple languages. In addition, any athlete, 
member of support personnel, medical team, administrator etc. can 
open a free ADEL account: https://adel.wada-ama.org/. 

- WADA offers free courses in a variety of languages for different 
target groups, In summary, anti-doping education is available and 
completely free to you and members of your delegations – please 
make good use of it as the consequences of a positive test are 
severe for both the athlete and the National Federation.
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Webinar title Date
Participants from 
federation

Countries 
represented

Introduction to Anti-Doping 31-Mar-22 5 4

The Doping Control Process 07-Apr-22 14 13

Medications, Supplements, the Prohibited List and TUEs 14-Apr-22 5 5

Principles and Values of Clean Sport 21-Apr-22 7 6

Out-of-Competition Testing 28-Apr-22 7 6
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Low attendance from the squash community



COMPARISON
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99% OF POSITIVE RESPONSE 
FROM THE ATHLETE OR A COACH



Out of 201 tests collected 
In-Competition and Out-of-
Competition, 108 were 
conducted under WSF 
Testing Authority.

Out of 76 tests collected In-
Competition by WSF, 61 
were collected during PSA 
events.

WSF Testing Programme

75 ADAMS data from 20.10.2022



Pool composition

WSF Testing Programme
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Registered Testing Pool (RTP) Testing Pool (TP)

4 Female / 4 Male 3 Female / 3 Male

Athletes in the WSF RTP or TP are required to submit and update whereabouts 
information in ADAMS.

National Federations are supporting clean sport through educating athletes on 
the importance of providing/updating accurate whereabouts information.

For additional information relating to whereabouts support, please contact the 
International Testing Agency at wsf@ita.sport


